
And Then the Roof Caved In: How Wall Street's Greed and
Stupidity Brought Capitalism to Its Knees by David Faber

Explore in this title how the sub prime mortgage companies led to
the collapse of the housing bubble and began a domino effect
throughout Wall Street and then the global economy. This title
covers securitization, the Federal Reserve,  the lending practices of
banks and businesses, CDOs, tranches, mortgage-backed
securities, mezzanine financing, hedge funds, and how all of these
entities and financial instruments tied together to create an
economic crisis not seen since the Great Depression.
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Crisis by Credit
The New Paradigm for Financial Markets: the

Credit Crisis of 2008 and What It Means
By George Soros

Financier Soros  analyzes the credit crisis of
2008, laying out an explanation of its origins
and its implications for the
national and global economies. 332.097
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Bye Bye Bear Stearns & Gilded Age
House of Cards: A Tale of Hubris and Wretched

Excess on Wall Street
by William D. Cohan

Author Cohan chronicles the demise of Bear
Stearns and the end of the Second Gilded Age
via instruments of financial destruction such
as sub prime markets and mortgage-backed
securities, as well as corporate
infighting and lax regulations. 332.66
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Debt & Credit Conundrums
Bad Money

by Kevin Philips

This title covers in grand scope, how the
United States arrived at its present
economic turmoil from the creation of a
debt and credit laden system to the shift
from manufacturing to financial services.
This is an eye opener book.

Dangerous, Disastrous Derivatives
Fool's Gold: How the Bold Dream of a Small Tribe at
J.P. Morgan Was Corrupted by Wall Street Greed and
Unleashed a Catastrophe by Gillian Tett

In Fool’s Gold, learn how this company discovered
peril in the form of evading regulators and dealing
in risky derivatives. These J.P. Morgan fiscal gurus
thought they had created “risk-free investments”
that unleashed the  global economic
crisis by destabilizing the market.

Monetary Mirages

330.973
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Panic: The Story of Modern
Financial Insanity by Michael Lewis

Lewis reviews the past quarter century to
explain past periods of economic
downturn  up to our own 2000s crisis to
show how public awareness differed from
the inner workings of
economics and high finance. 338.542
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Wall Street Woes

332.66
TET

Too Big to Fail
by Andrew Ross Sorkin

Sorkin walks readers through the past decade to
chronicle state efforts to stave off economic disaster.
He also discusses how decade-long Wall Street
choices translated in to the current
worldwide economic debacle based on
hubris, folly, and human fallibility.
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